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SE Asia Flooding 

Due to serious flooding in the 

region, Pastor Thang, the Regional 

Coordinator for one of the 

Romans Project SE Asian countries 

recently postponed an Invitation 

Gathering where he had planned 

to introduce upwards of twenty 

pastors to the RP. Praise God that 

Pastor Thang and his family made 

it to safety and were staying at a 

camp until the floodwaters 

subsided, but he reported that 

many people were still without 

food or shelter.  

Please pray that Pastor Thang can 

be an encouragement to his family 

and congregation, and a bold 

witness for Christ to his 

community during this very 

difficult trial. Pray also for the work 

of the ministry of the Romans 

Project to resume soon. 

 

Update from Cameroon 

Dikwa Taissou Olivier Joshua, the 

National Facilitator for the French 

speaking regions of Cameroon 

held an invitation Gathering earlier 

this month in Kousseri, where he 

introduced and invited 165 pastors 

to participate in the RP initial 

challenge. Expected to join him for 

the conference was Doldiguim 

Boungar, the National Facilitator of 

the neighboring country Chad.  
 

Sadly, Doldiguim contracted 

Malaria and was hospitalized and 

too sick to travel for the Gathering. 

Olivier and his associates carried 

out the Gathering in his absence 

and reported that the response 

was great, with over 100 pastors 

accepting the challenge so far! 

Olivier also reports that another 

100 pastors are finishing the 

challenge and are anticipating 

their commissioning later this 

month. 

 

Praise God for enabling Olivier to 

carry out the plans for the 

Invitation Gathering, for those who 

came alongside to assist him, and 

for the wonderful response from 

the pastors who attended. Praise 

Him also for the update that 

Doldiguim’s health is improving. 

 

 

Prayer for the Facilitators 

Doldiguim was not the only 

facilitator battling serious health 

issues recently. Haruna Takura of 

Nigeria and Leonidas 

Ntakirutimana of Burundi have 

also been ill and are in need of 

healing, and other facilitators have 

family members suffering with 

illness. Olivier shared the following 

prayer requests with the RP Team 

on behalf of Doldiguim. They are 

powerful and worth sharing and 

praying for all the RP National 

Facilitators: 

 

1. Let us continue to pray for their 

complete health 

2. Let us pray for their entire family 

3. Let us pray for their office as 

Facilitator 

4. Pray for their churches and 

relationships with its leaders 

5. Let us pray for their countries. 

6. Let us pray for divine 

intelligence and wisdom 

7. Let us pray for strength, love 

and divine grace 

8. Pray for the impact of their 

ministry 


